Boosting Patentee Diversity By Relaxing the Technical Barriers to Patent Bar Membership
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Re: Comments regarding the Study of Underrepresented Classes Chasing Engineering and Science (SUCCESS) Act, Docket No.: PTO–C–2019–0010

The USPTO has asked how it can help underrepresented inventors obtain more patents—an important question given that “women inventors made up only 12 percent of all inventors on patents granted in 2016”\(^1\) and we don’t have any USPTO statistics on minority inventors.

Our comments explain how a lack of diverse patent prosecutors inhibits patentee diversity. We further explain how USPTO’s technical degree requirement for patent bar membership,\(^2\) a prerequisite for prosecuting patent applications and representing clients before the PTAB, exacerbates the lack of diverse patent prosecutors. To help diversify patentees, the USPTO should diversify the community of patent prosecutors by relaxing the patent bar’s technical degree requirement.

Diverse Inventors Benefit from Access to Diverse Patent Prosecutors

Diversity in patent bar membership benefits the patent system in many ways. For example, access to women patent prosecutors can increase women’s patenting activity in several ways. Women patent prosecutors can bring extra substantive expertise on goods and services catering to women customers. This expertise can help inventors recognize patentable inventions and better describe them in patent applications. Women patent prosecutors use their unique social networks to cultivate and support women inventors, and they make it easier for women inventors to “see” themselves in the patent system. Also, women patent prosecutors may develop more effective client relationships with women inventors than would develop with male patent prosecutors. That, in turn, can help women inventors feel comfortable seeking patent prosecution assistance and produce the evidence necessary to succeed with their patent applications.

Though our comments focus on women, we believe similar dynamics play out for other diverse communities.

---

\(^1\) Progress and Potential: A Profile of Women Inventors on U.S. Patents, USPTO (Feb. 2019),

Women Are Underrepresented Among Patent Prosecutors

Even though access to women patent prosecutors would benefit women inventors (and the patent system generally), men dominate the ranks of patent prosecutors. As Prof. Vishnubhakat estimated in 2012, at least 70% of patent bar members are male.³

Due to this sizable gender disparity, women inventors struggle to find women patent prosecutors. For example, Sara Blakely, the inventor of Spanx, could not find a single women patent attorney in the entire state of Georgia to help patent her invention.⁴

Qualified Women (and Likely Other Diverse Candidates) Are Blocked from Patent Bar Membership By USPTO’s Technical Education Requirements

The underrepresentation of women in the patent bar partially reflects the underrepresentation of women with science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) degrees. In 2019, women earned only about 1/3 of STEM degrees awarded by postsecondary institutions in the U.S.⁵ This ratio isn’t likely to improve in the foreseeable future. For example, in the key STEM area of computer science, the percentage of degrees being awarded to women is on a long-term decline.⁶

These numbers create a serious pipeline problem for women patent prosecutors. Because women are underrepresented as STEM graduates, the patent bar requirement of a science, technology, or engineering (STE) degree virtually ensures that women similarly will be underrepresented in all activities requiring the patent bar, including patent prosecution and representing clients before the PTAB.⁷

An undersupply of STE degree holders (both men and women)⁸ contributes to a broader undersupply of qualified patent prosecutors of any gender.⁹ The USPTO can improve this situation by tapping into the larger pool of well-educated college graduates without an STE degree.¹⁰ While superficially gender-neutral, this move also benefit women. Since 1981-82, more

---

women than men have earned bachelors’ degrees—a gap projected to produce about 300,000 more degrees per year for women than men 10 years from now.\textsuperscript{11} Expanding the eligibility pool to include the broader pool of college graduates would inevitably lead to a higher number of women patent prosecutors.

**Conclusion**

There are many good reasons to diversify, and increase the size of, the patent bar membership. Among other benefits, opening up membership to more diverse patent prosecutors should improve the availability and quality of patent prosecution services to diverse inventors. Accordingly, reconsideration of the technical requirements for patent bar membership can become an unexpected but powerful way for the USPTO to increase diverse patentees.
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